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Rights of Use
As a participant of this TheNewUNow Program, you have the right to use these
materials for your personal use only. Any unauthorized reproduction, distribution
or sales of these materials is prohibited.
If you received these materials from an online or offline source that did not come
from Ken Herbert on the site www.thenewunow.com or from one of our
authorized resellers/distributors published at the link below, thank you for
contacting me at support@thenewunow.com
Here’s the link for authorized resellers/distributors:
www.thenewunow.com/authorized-distributors

Reseller/Distributor Rights Program
Would you like to resell and/or distribute The NewUNow Program to your
audience?
As a licensed reseller of The New U Now program, you have the right to:


Resell it at a price determined by you and/or



Offer it on the basis of the Appreciation Model - meaning participants choose
their own price.

You keep 100% of any income derived from those who participate in the
NewUNow Program through you.
For the details on the Reseller/Distributor Program, visit the link below:
www.thenewunow.com/resell-rights
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The entire Cosmos is one gigantic perpetual energy exchange system.

Everything is always dynamically exchanging energy with everything else.
Everything from the interstellar
galaxies all the way down to the
quantum flux of the “God Particle”
that researchers at Cern are
seeking – ALL of it . . . is in a
constant and never-ending state of
energy exchange.
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For example, hydrogen atoms in the sun’s core smash into each other, fusing into
helium and releasing tremendous energy that turns into light that our Earth plants
absorb.

In turn, the plants
transform the light into
oxygen that we
breathe, which we
return to them as
carbon dioxide.

It’s all part of the
Intelligent Design of
the Great Cycle of Life.

And, we – you and I
and everyone else – are a part of that grand energy exchange system.
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And the specific piece of the exchange that is uniquely ours to give is what our
Unique Purpose is all about. It is through the intentional and masterful exchange
of our Unique Purpose that we receive life’s greatest rewards.
The healthy exchange of our Unique Purpose is the real “currency” that enables
a state of THRIVING . . . for both ourselves and those we serve.
Healthy exchanges generate more life, energy and abundance for all parties
involved.
Unhealthy exchanges have the opposite effect, which is why it’s important to be
aware of the exchanges we’re making in all areas of life.
Like when I was a telemarketer many years ago, as mentioned in previous
modules. For me, using my Superpowers for stuff I didn’t care about in exchange
for money became an unhealthy exchange, draining my life-force energy.
It wasn’t until I changed directions and realigned my Superpowers with
passionate interests I cared about that I found my life force energy return, almost
immediately.
In the last module I shared how I serendipitously forged a friendship and business
partnership with a mentor that changed my life. The three years it lasted was a
very healthy energy exchange.
And then eventually, it became obvious that our time together had reached
completion. The energy exchange was complete.
And it was time for the next.
So, I created an online program called DreamQuest. It was the culmination of
everything I had learned about discovering your unique purpose and making a
living doing what you love.
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By the way, the first part of DreamQuest is what you've been experiencing thus
far, though over-laid with my experience since then.
I spent every waking hour for six months developing it while living with my mom.
Thank you mom!
Yes, at age 30, I was single and living with my mom. The epitome of success :-)
But I was so excited to share this with the world. I knew that this was what people
needed to be happy and thrive in the world. And I knew the world would be a
better place for it. (And I would finally make some money too).
Back then very few people knew how to make a living with this new-fangled
Internet thingy. It was a completely new medium. Yet I was sure DreamQuest was
going to be a knock-it-out-of-the-park, block-buster hit.

But it wasn't. It was a complete and total flop.
And after 6 full months developing it and 3 full months marketing it online, I had
made an amazing grand total of one - yes - ONE - sale. I guess it could have been
worse :-)
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It was time to admit that I must be
missing some vital piece of the
"energy exchange" equation if I
couldn't make any money doing it.
And if I couldn't make any money
pursuing my purpose, how was I
going to be in a position to help
others support themselves
financially with their purpose?
See, while I thought I had my purpose figured out, the part I was missing to
THRIVE was how to "exchange" my purpose in a way that others saw the value in
it enough to feel that the money invested would be a small price to pay in
comparison to what they would get out of it.
So, I decided I would figure this out. (There's a moral to this story - I promise :-)
And your Unique Purpose doesn't necessarily have to involve an exchange in
money. Yet the same principles apply.)
At the time (in the year 2000), there was only one reputable training course
online that taught how to use the Internet to "exchange" your
gifts/talents/expertise/products/services with others in a way that would reliably
help you to thrive.
I bought that course. And it was a revelation. I had light bulb moment after light
bulb moment. It became obvious very quickly why my initial attempt to offer
DreamQuest was a total flop.
I had been missing an awareness of the "value exchange" piece. And because I
was missing that piece, I was unable to communicate in a way that made a
connection between what I had to offer and what my audience valued and
wanted. And therefore no one was moved to take my offer - except the ONE.
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About that same time, my Dad came to me with an investment trading system he
had developed and was making money with.

He wondered if I thought it could be sold online to traders.
I said, "I don't know. Can you make a course to teach people how to use it?"
So, he did. I read it and used the system. I saw that it made money. I figured if I
could do it with no previous experience, then certainly traders would likely find it
very valuable.
And I thought to myself, "Hmmm. . . . If I could help my dad THRIVE by getting his
trading system out into world by using what I just learned about how to
"exchange" value online to THRIVE, then I would have the financial success and
experience behind me to help other people when I relaunch the DreamQuest
program."
So, I partnered with my Dad - and later my younger brother - and we had success
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the very first month we launched. That business was an 11 year roller coaster ride
and generated millions of dollars in sales.
Eventually, we realized that the entire financial trading arena we were in was
rigged to favor the banks and big brokerage houses at the expense of the
individual trader.
It's very much like how Casinos operate. The money always ends up back at the
house. You may win for a while but if you win too much for too long, you can
pretty much rest assured they will find a way to get it back. Without regard to
ethics, either.

We couldn't in good conscience continue to feed a greedy financial system that
had no conscience. So, we all agreed that it was no longer a "healthy value
exchange" and opted out.
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Somewhere in the middle of all that, using what I knew
about "value exchange," I also collaborated with my now
wife, Stacey Robyn, in launching her Unique Purpose
online - the GoGratitude Experiment.
From the very first day of sending a few emails out to
friends, it went viral and we had over 100,000 people sign
up for it within the first 30 days with absolutely no advertising or affiliates.
If you know anything about launching Internet projects, then you know that was
nothing short of a "miracle."
And I could give you several other examples of the principle of "healthy value
exchange" working in many different businesses and projects I've been involved
with throughout the years. Some work I've done with high-profile people and
even celebrities in their fields.
The point of all this is not to pat myself on the back. I've had my fair share of
setbacks and challenges too. Yet through it all, the principle of "healthy value
exchange" is what has made the biggest difference, time and time again.
You're going to learn how to begin leveraging this for yourself in this module. And
I want you to take it to heart because I know the difference it will make if you do.
And I know the consequences - that you don't want - if you don't.
So, if you want to be successful with your Unique Purpose and really make a
difference - regardless of whether or not you wish to create a career or business
out of it - then you must FIRST get clear on your VALUE exchange.
This is what will give power to your Purpose.
And what I mean by "Value Exchange" is this.
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As you live your purpose, there is going
to be a VALUE EXCHANGE between you
and the party you are serving.
In every exchange, there is something
given and something received – on both
sides.

And to be effective in our Unique Purpose, we need to be very aware of the
value on both sides of the exchange.
Meaning, get very clear about what you want out of it for U.
And get very clear about what other people are going to get out of it for THEM.
In other words, your Unique Purpose is NOT something you DO.
It's a CAUSE that you ARE.
Both sides of the value exchange equation are equally vital if you're going to have
the inspiration, energy, resources, and personal gravity to attract everything you
need to fulfill your Unique Purpose.
If you take no thought for what U want out of it, then you will be imbalanced in
the expression of your Unique Purpose.
You risk becoming a martyr – or at the very least a ‘pleaser’, sacrificing your own
needs for others demands.
Obviously, there are times when we CHOOSE to sacrifice our own needs and
desires for a greater good. Parents know this well. Yet, even in that, there's
balance to be found.
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The martyr operates under an illusion that they don't matter. Or that it's wrong
somehow to make sure they're taken care of in an exchange.
But if we are always giving to others at the expense of our own needs, then we
are not operating inside of a "healthy value exchange."
And eventually, we'll pay a very heavy price for it. We will become fatigued. Our
soul batteries will drain. We'll eventually have less and less to give because our
own energy source gets weaker and weaker.
We may even find ourselves experiencing physical illness or disease because our
immune systems are compromised as a result.
This is a very common pattern I've noticed among some very intelligent, BIG
hearted people.
Everyone loves these people because they usually say "Yes" to any request, no
matter how challenging or inconvenient it is for them to do so. And some people
take advantage of such a disposition.
On the other hand, if you ONLY take thought for yourself without really getting
clear and caring about the value the other person is going to receive from your
Unique Purpose, then you'll be a greedy taker.
And no one wants to exchange energy with a greedy taker. At least not more than
once, unless they're a martyr.
So, the solution is not an either/or proposition.
The question is NOT: Do I take care of myself or do I take care of others?
The question is: HOW do I best serve others with my Unique Purpose in a way
that ALSO serves my own greatest needs and desires?
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And this brings us to the final piece of discovering your Unique Purpose. And the
most powerful.
The Cause of U. The 'Y' That Moves Mountains.

Everything else we've done up to this point has been preparation for this
moment.
Without this piece, it will be very challenging to fulfill your Unique Purpose,
realize your potential and make the kind of difference you know you're capable
of.
With this piece, you become unstoppable. Mountains move. People are moved by
you. You will be endowed with personal gravity. Others will automatically trust
you and want to work with you because they sense something that they can't
even articulate that emanates from you.
Integrity.
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You don't even need to say anything about your Purpose. People just feel it.
Because you feel it inside yourself.
You are about something much bigger than only yourself. Yet your purpose
includes yourself. You make sure to take care of yourself and honor yourself by
only engaging in "healthy value exchanges" that benefit ALL parties involved,
including yourself.
This is all about getting down to your real core WHY.
The WHY that will MOVE you beyond just thinking about your Purpose to
actually LIVING your Purpose.
To put our journey in context:
 Your Super Powers are what you do best.
 Your Purposphere is the domain in which you are most inspired to exercise
your Super Power muscles - in an area of your passionate interests.
 Your Natural Intelligences, Roles and Personality play a supporting role.
 The Cause of U is the WHY you do it.
The Cause of U is the fuel and driving force
that propels you to realize your Unique
Purpose in the face of whatever life brings
your way.
No matter the circumstances. No matter
your fears. No matter your past. No matter
all the rationalizations of the ego mind.
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No matter what anyone else thinks.
The Cause of U is the crown jewel of your Purpose. It gives you the authentic
power to claim and accomplish what you're here to do. And to experience the just
rewards of doing so.
Your CAUSE - in order to be a compelling force in your life - must connect to your
absolute core values of what is most important to you. What is viscerally
important to you.
Not just a surface answer. Not
something you read in a book. Not
something you heard someone else
say.
Not just an answer that sounds nice.
Not an answer to impress someone.
It's something you must FEEL to your
bones.
And once you find what that is for U, look out world! The New U Now has
arrived.
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Here’s Today’s Exercise
Ok, let me walk you through today's exercise. Don't let its simplicity fool you. If
you take the time to get this part right, it is very powerful. It's why I took the time
to prepare you for it.
If you do this, it WILL change your life.
This is about finding your BIG ‘Y’ in terms of:
 the most inspiring core rewards you want others to receive as recipients of
your Super Powers AND
 the most inspiring core rewards that matter most to you and that you
personally want to experience for yourself

When you've completed this exercise, together, these 2 Big Ys will serve as the
Cause of U - the source of your inspiration. They form two sides of the same coin.

As you daily remind yourself of these Big Ys, you will be magnetically drawn
toward the realization of your Unique Purpose.
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And, whenever you feel fear, doubt or frustration or experience any perceived
obstacle, your job will be to refer back to your answers here.
If reminding yourself of these Big Ys do not pull you forward regardless of your
circumstances, then it just means you haven't found a big enough WHY. And you
just need to dig a bit deeper.
If you take the time to do this exercise right, then reminding yourself of these BIG
Whys will reconnect you to your purpose and pull you forward regardless of your
circumstances.
Which is why it's vital that the answers you come up with have a deep emotional
connection.

They are more than just words on paper. They represent what's truly important to
you deep down. For yourself and for those that you serve. They will get you up
out of bed with a true feeling of inspiration.

Ok, so there are two parts to this. And it's important to do it in this order for
reasons that will soon become apparent.
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Part 1: WIIFT
Take out your notebook. First we're going to focus on the most inspiring core
rewards you want others to receive as recipients of your Super Powers. This will
form the first side of the "value exchange" coin.
On a blank page, write WIIFT at the top, which is short for "What's In It for Them,"
meaning those who receive the value you have to give them through the use of
your Super Powers.
We are starting with this side of the coin - others - because once you truly
connect with the value/gifts/blessings of what others will be getting from you and
FEEL the value of your worth, it will be much easier to focus on the other side of
the "value exchange" coin - yourself - and what personal rewards would be most
meaningful to you.
So, as you get ready for this exercise, I want you to close your eyes for a moment
and use your imagination and intuition to connect with the people whose lives
will be affected for good as a result of you living your Unique Purpose.
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Next, imagine them receiving the gift of your Unique Purpose and all the ways
their lives are going to be impacted for good because of you.
Really see the difference you're making in their lives and the specifics of how life
is better for them. The more you can actually FEEL your positive impact
emotionally, the better.
Once you start feeling the emotions, start writing. Make a list of all the ways their
lives are better now, after having been the recipient of your gift. Give yourself
about 30 minutes for this exercise and write as fast as you can.
Some of the questions you may want to ask yourself could be:
 What possibility or cause or change am I willing to LIVE for and devote
myself to?
 What specific result am I drawn to and committed to lead others to
experience through the use of my Super Powers?

When you start to run out of things you can think of, re-examine your list and
repeatedly ask yourself: And why is that important?
For example, let's say that your Super Power happens to be the ability to organize
home office spaces for optimal productivity.
One of the items on your list of what people receive from your Super Powers
might be: “A place for everything and everything in its place.”
So, ask yourself, Why is that important? Well, if everything’s in place, they’ll be
able to always know where things are.
And why is that important? Well, if they always know where everything is, they
will save a lot of time not having to unnecessarily look for things.
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Why else is that important? Well, they’ll be less stressed because they won’t
keep losing things.
What else? Well, I guess the bottom line is that they can be present to what is
right in front of them. They’ll have more energy to focus on higher-level activities.
Peace of mind. Even space for inspiration to show up as the mind isn’t cluttered
with wondering where all the stuff is.
See how that works? See how much deeper those final answers are than the
original “A place for everything and everything in its place.”
So use this process to get to the very bottom of the core rewards others receive
from all the things you list out.
After you feel complete, go back and look at what you discovered. Hopefully, you
discovered things you hadn’t thought about before.
Now, review your list and place a check-mark next to those rewards that YOU feel
most inspired delivering to others. When you think of these particular things
others will receive from you, notice the specific ones that you have the strongest
EMOTIONAL connection to.
The things that may give you goose bumps or make you feel all warm and fuzzy
inside. There may even be certain things that make you cry. That is a very good
indication that you’re on the right track.
And create a list of those MOST important rewards you’re most EMOTIONALLY
connected to.
These are your Big Ys in relation to others. These Ys should be totally inspiring to
you when you think about providing these gifts to others. This is the CAUSE you
stand for that extends beyond yourself.
Finally, create a statement or two that describes the essence of the inspiring
CAUSE or possibility that you stand for in relation to others.
Ok, now once you are complete with your Big Y for others, now it is time to look
at the other side of the “value exchange” coin – YOU.
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Part 2. WIIFM
On a blank page write WIIFM at the top. This is short for "What's In It For Me?"
As you connect with the feeling state of the value that you’re offering others,
allow yourself to feel your true worth. As you feel that, it will make it easier for
you to be open to the rewards in life that are most important for YOU to receive
and experience.
Next, I want you to put a timer on for 30 minutes and just list out all the things
you really want to be, do or have in life. As many as you can. What are YOUR
greatest needs and desires?
The only rule is to not stop writing for 30 minutes. Just list them out as fast as you
can. And keep going. At this stage, don't give the items a lot of thought.
The purpose of this is to completely empty your mind of all the surface answers
first so that the deeper things begin to show up. Because the likely truest answers
for you will come to you after you've run out of all the "pat" answers your mind
will initially generate.
Because after your mind
runs out of items, you
begin to tap into the
deeper recesses of your
heart and soul, allowing
the more significant items
to emerge.
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The items on your list can be ANYTHING that you really want. They can be
material things like income, home, car, travel.
And they can be intangible things like freedom or a sense of significance or more
time with your family, whatever. I'm hesitant to put down many examples
because I don't want to steer you in any particular direction.
These answers are yours and yours alone. You will not need to share these
answers with anyone.
So, make sure to let go of any thoughts that tell you that you're being selfish.
You already know and are intimately aware of the value you’re giving others. So,
now allow yourself to RECEIVE.
You are worthy. You are valuable.
In exchange for making your greatest gift and purpose available to others, these
are things in life that you want to be able to show up for YOU.
That are truly important to you at the deepest level.
So, some of the answers you get may seem “shallow” in the beginning. That’s Ok.
Just go with the process. Just keep writing. Just keep asking yourself what is most
important for you to be, do or have in this life.
What else? What else? What else?
When you get to a place where you feel complete, look at your list and for each
item that you feel particularly connected to, ask yourself: Why is that
important?
For example, one of the most important and inspiring items on my personal list is
a 10 acre off-the-grid family property out in nature.
So, I would ask myself, why is “a 10 acre off-the-grid family property out in
nature” important to me? What is having that going to give me?
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It’s important to me because I’m most creative, relaxed, inspired and emotionally
balanced living in an environment that is surrounded by the beauty of nature as
opposed to the noises and hustle and bustle of the city.
What else? Why else is it important? It’s important because it provides my
children a connection to nature. To be connected to “real” things. Living things,
beyond the Xbox, TV and the Internet. I truly believe that experience will be good
for their hearts and souls.
What else? Why else is it important? Because being off-the-grid, we are selfsufficient. Why is that important? Being self-sufficient provides peace of mind,
knowing we’re prepared and taken care of no matter what happens.
Anything else? I’d also like our home to be a showcase of cutting-edge alternative
energy technologies.
Why is that important? So we can share with others that may also want to get off
the grid.
Any other reason this is important? I guess the last reason this is so important is
that I share this desire with my wife. She wants the same thing. To be able to do
this together would be a very high-value relationship builder and connection
point between us. It would bring joy to me, my wife and my family. It would be
our “Space of Love” – a family sanctuary.
Ok, I won’t go any further. But I believe you get the point.
Just have a conversation with yourself. Keep going further till you feel like you got
to the bottom of the real WHY behind the things you want that are most
important for YOU.
Because these are the things that will MOVE U.
After you feel complete, go back and look at what you discovered. Hopefully, you
discovered things you hadn’t thought about before.
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Now, review your list and place a check-mark next to those personal rewards
that you MOST want to experience in life. As you consider the most important
items, notice the specific ones that you have the strongest EMOTIONAL
connection to.
And create a list of those MOST important rewards you’re EMOTIONALLY
connected to.
These are your Big Ys related to U. These Ys should be totally inspiring to you
when you think about receiving and experiencing them. This is the CAUSE you are
standing for yourself. So that you don’t forget about yourself as you go about
fulfilling your Unique Purpose and serving others.
Finally, create a statement or two that describes the essence of the inspiring
CAUSE or possibility that you are standing for in relation to yourself.
Ok, that’s it for this exercise. As you truly build your Unique Purpose around the
most important CAUSES you’re taking a stand for - for others and yourself - you
will be able to interact with others in a “healthy value exchange.”
And you will be standing on ground that has been fully prepared to receive the
flow and currency of a thriving New U Now life.

The next module will be the final one in our Journey together. In it we will be
crafting an inspiring 1 page statement that describes the essence of your Unique
Purpose that you can use as a tool for staying inspired and focused on realizing
the most important things in your life.
Until next time, may you experience your TRUE value and worth and find the
CAUSE that will carry you forward regardless of circumstances.
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